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A stunning new shower
tray with an amazing
unique feature

is a uniquely designed shower
tray featuring two offset waste
positions that ensures obstruction
free connection, irrespective of
the direction or position of joists.

A revolution in
shower tray design
developed and manufactured
in the UK

Features:
■■ Unique design avoids the need to
cut joists or lift the tray on a plinth
■■ Guaranteed to work with all
standard joist sizes and spans*

also available with

for shower trays you can trust...

■■ High Gloss Acrylic Capped ABS
skin for greater durability and
resistance to impact damage or
staining
■■ Structural Resin Bonded Stone
Filler for increased stability

■■ Super-slim... just 35mm high
■■ All connect2 trays are supplied
with re-inforced magnetic waste
cover, blanking plug and a dedicated
high flow waste rated to 35 litres
per minute
■■ Covered by the KUDOS Lifetime
Guarantee†
■■ Optional KAMBA Anti-Slip Coating

* With a connect 2 tray the ability to connect to at least one of the waste holes is guaranteed provided that the span between joists is no less
than 305mm and the joist width does not exceed 75mm
The above image is for illustrative purposes, see fitting instructions for actual installation details
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†† Guarantee applies to material and manufacturing defects only. See website for full Terms and Conditions

The reinforced, colour matched cover is
magnetically secured and comfortable to
step on yet easily removed for cleaning

Make joist obstructions a
problem of the past

sizes and prices

The all new, attractive low profile connect2 tray will never let a joist get in your way
again, thanks to the unique offset dual waste outlet. Whether square or rectangular and
whatever the size, the connect2 tray will allow you to connect the waste fitting without
the need to reposition joists or raise the tray onto a plinth.

Joists running length of tray
Where joists run
parallel to the length of
the tray and both holes
are obstructed, simply
turn the tray 180°. The
unique offset position
will ensure both will
be free.

Connect2 now comes with the added option of
KAMBA anti-slip coating ready applied
KAMBA coating creates an invisible textured surface which offers unparalleled anti-slip
properties that provides bathers of all ages not only a safer environment but also a feeling
of security and confidence whilst showering.

FAQ's

Size mm

Code

Standard

Anti-Slip

800 x 800

C2T80

£280

£310*

900 x 900

C2T90

£295

£330*

1000 x 800

C2T10080

£310

£350*

1000 x 900

C2T10090

£320

£365*

1200 x 800

C2T12080

£330

£380*

1200 x 900

C2T12090

£340

£395*

1400 x 800

C2T14080

£390

£455*

1400 x 900

C2T14090

£400

£475*

1500 x 800

C2T15080

£400

£475*

1500 x 900

C2T15090

£410

£490*

1600 x 800

C2T16080

£410

£485*

1700 x 800

C2T17080

£430

£500*

A: Yes, the 2 waste positions are offset from the centre of the tray, therefore
the ability to connect to at least one of the waste holes remains the same
irrespective of the tray size.

Q: Can I use any waste with connect2 trays?

A: No, connect2 trays have been designed to work with the hi-flow waste and
trap supplied with each tray.

Q: How do I blank off the outlet not used?

A: All connect2 trays are supplied with a blanking plug which can be
fixed in place permanently with solvent weld (not supplied).

Q: How sure can I be that connect2 will work?

New sizes are being introduced, contact us for up-to-date information (prices listed include VAT)

A: Whilst we qualify the guarantee that joists need to be no less than 305mm spans
or 75mm thick, during our extensive research into building practices over the
past 75 years, we have yet to find joists spans less than 304mm or joists widths
greater than 75mm. Even if your joists are outside these parameters, with
effectively 4 waste positions to choose from, it is extremely unlikely that you will
not be able to connect to one of them.

* NOTE:- When ordering Anti-Slip finish Please add suffix AS to product code
Prices include waste

Exclusively available in the UK from KUDOS, KAMBA anti-slip coating is manufactured
in Germany compliant with DIN 51097 for barefoot areas and is TÜV-tested and
appropriately certified at slip resistance class "C".

Rotate
180° to avoid
joists

Joists running width of tray

Q: Will connect2 trays work the same on all sizes?

Q: Is it safe to stand on the waste cover during showering?

As with all anti-slip coatings care must be taken when cleaning. Follow instructions provided.

A: Yes completely, the colour matched cover is reinforced and is secured with magnets
to minimise movement under foot. The drainage area is also not affected.

Where joists run
parallel to the width
of the tray at least
one hole will always
be clear.

Q: How do I clean the waste?

A: Secured by concealed magnets, the waste cover is easily removed for
cleaning.

BRITISH MADE

Position of waste holes relative to the centre of each tray

We Recommend the use of KUDOS Flexi Seal in the installation of all Connect2 trays Add
soem text about what flexi seal is

Eliminating the need to raise the tray on a plinth

Q: If both wastes positions are free from obstruction can I fit
two wastes?

A: Yes, all connect2 trays are supplied with one waste & trap, if two can be fitted
an additional waste can be purchased separately.

Q: Are others sizes available apart from those listed on this
brochure?

A: We are introducing new sizes every month so please contact us for the latest
information on availability.

Product
Flexi-Seal
Flexi-Seal

Size
2 metres
3 metres
4 metres

Code
KFS2
KFS3
KFS4

Price
£25
£38
£50
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